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Barack Obama's August 13th tweet promoting racial and religious tolerance has become the most liked of all time, Twitter says.
The message .... Obama's Charlottesville Tweet Has Broken a Twitter Record With 3.3 Million Likes. Underscoring the power
of timely and positive social media .... Obama smiling up at a diverse group of young children. It broke the record at about
10:07 Tuesday evening, a Twitter spokesman said, .... "No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin or
his background or his religion .... Trump's tweets are considered part of the presidential record, which ... President Barack
Obama was the first to tweet as @POTUS, and his .... Former U.S. President Barack Obama's tweet on Saturday broke Twitter's
record for most-liked tweets.. Latest news on Donald Trump's tweets, UK state visit, border wall and 2020 ... and that he
REGRETS endorsing Barack Obama just days after the president .... When you're the President of the United States, almost
anything seems possible, including breaking world records.. This list of most-retweeted tweets contains the top 30 tweets with
the most retweets of all time ... 16. broken. ... Let's set a world record together and get the most retweeted tweet on Twitter. ...
Within 35 minutes, the tweet surpassed Barack Obama's "Four more years" tweet to become the then most-retweeted tweet of
all time .... Former President Barack Obama quoted Nelson Mandela in a record-breaking tweet.. Former President Barack
Obama has set the record for the most-liked tweet in Twitter’s history, with his post quoting Nelson Mandela in response to the
deadly violence in Charlottesville, Va., over the weekend. ... The post set the record at about 7:07 p.m. PT Tuesday, when it
topped .... One Twitter user has a great tip for Mr Trump if he's feeling at all outdone by Mr Obama's record breaking tweet.
Lawyer Andrew Weinstein ...

Obama's record-breaking tweet is still the first thing visitors see on his Twiter page. Trump's Twitter, on the other hand, features
a retweet about .... Nathan Heller writes about the most-liked and most-retweeted Twitter posts of 2017, many of which were by
Barack Obama. ... a request, and, at only 3.43 million retweets, he surpassed Twitter's retweet record. ... Matt and Maht, experts
from the Federal Communications Commission, break down the issue .... A tweet quoting Nelson Mandela by former US
President Barack Obama has picked up more than 3 million likes on Twitter, breaking the record .... One Direction Member's
Tweet From 2011 Breaks Huge Record. Tomlinson's ... No, Barack Obama's Twitter Account Wasn't Hacked (But A Link
Shortener Was).. Barack Obama Breaks Twitter Record For Most Likes A tweet quoting Nelson Mandela by former US
President Barack Obama has picked up more than 3 million .... Jump to Statistics on Twitter usage - The account held the record
for following the most people. ... In May 2010 Obama's Twitter account ranked as the .... She's the reigning queen of the
retweet! See what newly defeated President Obama had to say about it ...

Yesterday, marathoner Eliud Kipchoge became the first ever to break two ... Today in Chicago, Brigid Kosgei set a new
women's world record. 2159db9b83 
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